
Interagency Advisory Board 
Meeting Agenda, Wednesday, June 29, 2011 

1.  Opening Remarks (Mr. Tim Baldridge, IAB Chair) 
 
2. Using PKI to Mitigate Leaky Documents (John Landwehr, 

Adobe) 
 

3. The Digital Identity Ecosystem of the States: Leveraging 
Federal Initiatives (Doug Robinson, NASCIO) 
 

4. Achieving Federal Identity Compliance in PACS Without a 
Rip-and-Replace Investment (Dave Adams, HID) 

 
5. Aviation Credentialing and the New RTCA Standard 230C 

(Christer Wilkerson, AECOM) 
 
6.   Closing Remarks (Mr. Tim Baldridge, IAB Chair) 
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• Airport credentialing is the issuance of airport access credentials 
specific to a particular airport to allow unescorted access to secure 
areas of the airport by staff 

• Airport credentialing does not involve passengers  
• These credentials are primarily access credentials but they also 

normally serve as an identity credential within that airport 
• Most of the holders of such badges are not federal employees or 

federal contractors; they are local employees and airline staff. 
• Each airport has a separate independent credentialing system behind 

its  access control system 
• Currently there is (almost) no interoperability of such credentials 

between airports  
• Currently, none are being used for logical access control at airports. 
• Other countries, such as Canada, do have different systems 
 

What is Airport Credentialing ? 
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• Under TSA regulations, each individual airport has the responsibility 
for both credential issuance  and access control. 

•  Only the ~460 regulated commercial airports are required to have    
     such credentials – not general aviation. 
•  These airports vary enormously in size and complexity. 
•   All are owned and operated by local governmental entities 
•   Access control and credential requirements are determined by: 

• Legislation 
• Federal regulations 
• State regulations 
• Local codes and ordinances 
• TSA Security Directives 

• The DHS provides background check and security threat assessment 
capabilities, along with industry resources 

• Some states have additional background checks and threat 
assessment requirements; conflicting laws and regulations 

 

So who is responsible? 
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• In 1994  ACC identified the urgent aviation industry need for 
access control standards after a number of “challenged” airport 
access control system installations. 

• The agency chosen to define these standards was RTCA: 
authorized by FAA as a FRAC to establish aviation standards  

• At that time FAA was the airport security regulator and the only 
source of federal funds for airport security systems 

• These standards were used as a baseline for the allocation of 
some FAA funds under the AIP program 

• The prime Federal funding source for some airport access 
control systems is still the FAA – not TSA, and not 100% 

 
 

The RTCA role 
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• In 1995 the first standard was published….   230 
• In 2003 an update was published ….    230A 
• In 2008 a second update was published ….  230B 
• Last week a third update was approved ….  230C 
         to be published shortly 
• TSA heavily involved by co-chairing the latest iteration  
• 230C  is only a partial update to keep pace with recent changes 
• A further full iteration…. 230D is planned to start this fall 
 

DO 230 Standards History 
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•  The current standards document  covers almost every aspect of     
    access control, not just credentialing 
•  Has significant upgrades to sections on PACS, Video, Intrusion   
    Detection, Communications, operational issues 
•  Frequently referenced as a standard in airport solicitations  

• (three currently issued as I speak) 
•  Has become accepted the Airport Access Control System “Bible”  
•  Is compatible with the overall TSA security guidelines document 
 
  
 
 

DO 230 Standards Content 
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Recommended Security 
Guidelines for Airport Planning, 

Design and Construction 

The TSA Security Construction Guidelines approach is to summarize concepts, 
and direct the designer/engineer to use specialty documents to provide detail 
for various sections.  

•  Initial version in   1993 
•  Updated version in  2001 
•  Updated version in  2006 
•  Current  version    2011 
• Already available on TSA web site 

 
RTCA 230 document continues to be the  

designated specialty resource for airport access control systems   
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What is the TSA role? 

• Unlike the maritime TWIC, the TSA does not take an active role in the 
credentialing operations 

• The required security measures for airports are specified by legislation, 
regulation and Security Directive: the latter are not publically disclosed 

•  The TSA sets issuance standards for credentials and facilitates access to   
    background check mechanisms. 
•  The TSA audits airport security operations, including  access credentials. 
•  The TSA provides a security threat analysis of each applicant and regular 

“Hot” lists (plural): but note there is currently no central data base as in the 
Maritime TWIC. 

• The TSA does not operate the credential/badging system as it does the 
passenger screening and baggage screening checkpoints. 

• The TSA does participate in Access System standards definition 
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What technology is used  
for access credentials? 

• Most airports have some form of electronic access control system 
•  There is currently only limited use of biometrics and/or smart cards  
   for access control; neither is required by TSA 
• There is extensive use of proximity cards of various technologies 
•  But some airports are still on magnetic  stripe 
•  No airport yet issues PIV–“anything” in a site wide system 
•  Some airports can accept PIV type cards at access portals if they 
are pre-registered and the doors have been upgraded. 
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  Airport Initiatives – pre 9/11 
• Before 9/11 there had been a slow and progressive tightening of the 

credential issuance process with some regulatory changes in the late 
90s. 

• In the early 90s a pilot system was tested for interoperability: the so 
called “Universal Access” system. The trial was technically successful 
but was not deployed. Main issue was responsibility of who was 
responsible for central data base, and funding. 

• Throughout the decade there was a steady increase in the rigor of 
background checks and other screening processes. 
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  Airport Initiatives – post 9/11 
• In 2001-02 TSA considered a move towards a central credentialing and 

access control system. 
• This was not implemented due to other priorities  such as baggage 

and passenger screening, as well as strong political opposition  
and extensive operational  incompatibility issues. 

• In 2002-05 - early tests for aviation “TWIC”  and other Congressionally 
mandated tests of biometric technology at 22 airports;  

• Results and perceived benefits were inconclusive. 
• Unlike maritime sector for TWIC; no “push” towards a central 

credentialing  system for access control  
• Among the reasons: 

• It was deemed that airports had an adequate system in place 
• The focus was on passenger and baggage issues 
• The cost of changing the existing systems was significant 
• Significant industry opposition on operational & regulatory grounds 
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  Airport Initiatives - Recent 
• In 2005 industry discussions began towards  FIPS 201 based credential 

 
• Initial focus was a distributed approach, not centralized as in Canada,  

 
• In 2007-09 - significant work on ACIS; a distributed interoperable 

approach to issue potentially interoperable credentials  
• This approach had three phases: only the 3rd might provide use of  

credentials for physical access. Airport reaction mixed at best. 
 
• In 2008 - Smart Card Alliance issued a white paper on migration to 

FIPS standard credentials   
 

• In 2010  - TSA abandoned the ACIS approach 
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  Airport Initiatives - Current 
• 2009 -  RFI for third party services in support of credential issuance 
 
• 2010 - Solicitation for additional aviation channeler   

• Currently only AAAE has this function. 
 

• 2011- A current RFP to update DHS screening and  background 
check systems 

• A new overall approach with potentially more central control by 
the DHS/TSA  - “TIMS” 

 
• Current: Congressional activity- Modern Security Credentials Act 

 
• Ongoing: A voluntary consortium of airports moving towards the use 

of new technology and biometrics: the “BASIC” consortium 
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 What is the role of  RTCA 230? 
• Provide guidance to airports on technology and systems for access 
control and all its supporting systems, including credentialing. 
 

• Establish a baseline for the evaluation of FAA grant applications 
 

In addition: 
• It contains significant educational material 
• It advises airports on likely future requirements 
• It advises airports on how to select technology for the future 

 
• Regularly updated to keep pace with technology: Committee is 

changing  towards a “rolling”, not periodic update 
 

• Content is determined by consensus: not by vote. 
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Evolution of  DO 230   
recommendations 

• 2003  -  An early recommendation towards the use of biometrics  
  
•  2008  - Provided comprehensive guidance on modern credentialing  
   based on the FIPS standards   
 

•  2008  - Recognized eventual migration towards an interoperable  
 credential ,and made recommendations to prepare 
 

•  2011  - Provided updated advice on the eventual migration towards the  
 FIPS standards  and interoperability 
 

•  2012  - To be determined: why do you not participate? 
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  Why is DO-230 not more specific? 
 
• There is no regulatory requirement for FIPS compliance, or biometrics - 

airports are local, not federal agencies 
 
• The current regulations have no interoperability options available. 
 
• There is no specific funding for either 
 
• The cost of changing the current access systems is significant 
 
• There is a perception that the current system works, so why fix it? 
 
• The TSA past history of continuous policy changes does not encourage 
innovation by airports (or industry) 
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How do I obtain a copy of 
RTCA 230 C 

 
www.rtca.org 

 
How can I participate in the 

next version ? 
 

HMoses@rtca.org 
 

http://www.rtca.org/

